Make the World Your Stage
With a "UNI" Dual Wave Radio

* OVERSEAS STATIONS DIRECT
* UNUSUAL CABINET BEAUTY

Events are moving with incredible rapidity... every hour of the day and night there is a vital happening—perhaps some important decision that may affect you personally—is flashed across the world, from the battlefield and from the places where statesmen gather. You cannot afford to be without the means of listening directly to these great nerve centres of the world, for it is necessary to keep up-to-date with the march of events if you would be well prepared in time. Only a Dual Wave Radio can give you last-minute information!

"Uni" 5-Valve Dual Wave Console
£17/17/-
The "Uni," a handsome Console Dual Wave Radio, equipped with the latest type valves, and with an 8in. speaker for clarity of reproduction. Has clear edgestile square dial for precise tuning. Sturdily built throughout.
At Anthony Horderns’, price. £17/17/-
(Deposit 56/-, balance in easy monthly payments)

5-Valve Console
Straight Line Frequency
£21/10/-
Every latest improvement distinguishes this "Uni" 5-Valve Console Radio — 12-inch dynamic speaker, straight line frequency spaced dial, A.V.C., and many other technically important details. For tone and performance this set is unrivalled, and is our best value at the price.
At Anthony Horderns’, for £21/10/-
(Deposit 44/-, balance in easy monthly payments)

A QUALITY SET
5-Valve Dual Wave
£24/10/-
Splendid performance is invariably yours with the "Uni" 5-Valve Dual Wave Console Radio, equipped with 12-in. speaker, A.V.C., etc. The beautiful cabinet has a square, large, easy-to-read edgestile dial.
At Anthony Horderns’, price. £24/10/-
(Deposit £2/10/-, balance in easy monthly payments)

That Second Set
Small and Compact for Bedroom or Kitchen

"UNI" 4-Valve Dual Wave Mantel
£13/13/-
Handy size Electric Mantel Radio, splendid tones, gets London direct.
At Anthony Horderns’, price. £13/13/-
(Deposit 26/-, balance in easy monthly payments)

* Radio—Ground Floor, Pot Shelves.
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